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It is possible that black holes hide a core of Planckian density, sustained by quantum-gravitational 
pressure. As a black hole evaporates, the core remembers the initial mass and the ﬁnal explosion occurs 
at macroscopic scale. We investigate possible phenomenological consequences of this idea. Under several 
rough assumptions, we estimate that up to several short gamma-ray bursts per day, around 10 MeV, with 
isotropic distribution, can be expected coming from a region of a few hundred light years around us.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. The model
Recently, a new possible consequence of quantum gravity has 
been suggested [1]. The idea is grounded in a robust result of loop 
cosmology [2]: when matter reaches Planck density, quantum grav-
ity generates pressure suﬃcient to counterbalance weight. For a 
black hole, this implies that matter’s collapse can be stopped be-
fore the central singularity is formed: the event horizon is replaced 
by a “trapping” horizon [3] which resembles the standard horizon 
locally, but from which matter can eventually bounce out. Because 
of the huge time dilation inside the gravitational potential well of 
the star, the bounce is seen in extreme slow motion from the out-
side, appearing as a nearly stationary black hole. The core, called 
“Planck star”, retains memory of the initial collapsed mass mi (be-
cause there is no reason for the metric of the core to be fully 
determined by the area of the external evaporating horizon) and 
the ﬁnal exploding object depends on mi and is much larger than 
Planckian [1]. The process is illustrated by the conformal diagram 
in Fig. 1.
In particular, primordial black holes exploding today may pro-
duce a distinctive signal. The observability of a quantum gravita-
tional phenomenon is made possible by the ampliﬁcation due to 
the large ratio of the black hole lifetime (Hubble time tH ) over the 
Planck time [4].
If this scenario is realized in nature, can the ﬁnal explosion of 
a primordial Planck star be observed? This is the question we in-
vestigate here.
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SCOAP3.Fig. 1. Penrose diagram of a collapsing star. The dotted line is the external boundary 
of the star. The shaded area is the region where quantum gravity plays an important 
role. The dark line represents the two trapping horizons: the external evaporating 
one, and the internal expanding one. The lowest light-line is where the horizon of 
the black hole would be without evaporation. P is where the explosion happens. 
The thin arrows indicate the Hawking radiation. The thick arrow is the signal stud-
ied in this paper.
2. Dynamics
As a ﬁrst step, we evaluate the energy of the particles emit-
ted by the explosion of a primordial Planck star. Let m f = ami be 
the ﬁnal mass reached by the black hole before the dissipation of 
the horizon (at the point P in Fig. 1). In [1], an argument based 
on information conservation was given, pointing to the preferred 
value under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by 
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2
, (2.1)
where mi is the initial mass. This value contradicts the expec-
tation from the semiclassical approximation; it follows from the 
hypothesis that the black hole information paradoxes might be 
resolved and ﬁrewalls avoided if the semiclassical approximation 
breaks down earlier than naively expected, as a consequence of the 
strong quantum gravitational effects in the core and the fact that 
they alter the effective causal structure of the evolving spacetime 
(the point P is in the causal future of the quantum gravitational 
region). In [5,6] the extreme opposite case derived from the same 
ideas is explored. As shown by Hawking, non-rotating uncharged 
black holes emit particles with energy in the interval (E, E + dE)
at a rate [7]
d2N
dEdt
= Γs
h
[
exp
(
8πGmE
h¯c3
)
− (−1)2s
]−1
(2.2)
per state of angular momentum and spin s. The absorption coeﬃ-
cient Γs , that is the probability that the particle would be absorbed 
if it were incident in this state on the black hole, is a function of 
E , m and s. By integrating this expression it is straightforward to 
show that the mass loss rate is given by
dm
dt
= − f (m)
m2
, (2.3)
where f (m) accounts for the degrees of freedom of each emitted 
particle. As time goes on, the mass decreases, the temperature in-
creases and new types of particles become “available” to the black 
hole. Above each threshold, f (m) is given approximately by [8]
f (m) ≈ (7.8αs=1/2 + 3.1αs=1) × 1024 g3 s−1, (2.4)
where αs=1/2 and αs=1 are the number of degrees of freedom (in-
cluding spin, charge and color) of the emitted particles. If f (m)
is assumed to be constant, e.g. f (m) = f (mi), the initial and ﬁnal 
masses of a black hole reaching its ﬁnal stage today, that is in a 
Hubble time tH , are easy to calculate. In the Planck star hypoth-
esis, the ﬁnal stage is reached when m = m f  mPl . Integrating 
Eq. (2.3) leads to
mi =
(
3tH f (mi)
1− a3
) 1
3
. (2.5)
In practice, to account for the smooth evolution of f (m) when 
the different degrees of freedom open up, a numerical integration 
has to be carried out. This leads, for a = 1/√2, to
mi ≈ 6.1× 1014 g, (2.6)
and
m f ≈ 4.3× 1014 g. (2.7)
The value of mi is very close to the usual value m∗ corresponding 
to black holes requiring just the age of the Universe to fully evapo-
rate. This was expected as the process is explosive. The details may 
change depending on the exact shape chosen for f (m). In princi-
ple, the accurate value of mi should be altered by the fact that 
the Hawking formula used to calculate it is purely semi-classical 
whereas the end of the process is strongly dominated by quantum 
gravity effects. In practice this has no effect as the evaporation 
time is very strongly dominated by the ﬁrst stages. For example, 
increasing by a factor of 100 the mass loss rate in the last tenth 
of the mass interval spanned by the evaporating black hole would 
change its lifetime by less than 0.1%.The value of the radius when m reaches m f is r f ≈ 6.4 ×
10−14 cm. The size of the black hole is the only scale in the prob-
lem and therefore ﬁxes the energy of the emitted particles in this 
last stage. We assume that all fundamental particles are emitted 
with the same energy taken at
Eburst = hc/(2r f ) ≈ 3.9 GeV. (2.8)
Of course, a more reliable model would be desirable but this is 
the most natural hypothesis at this stage. In future works, differ-
ent hypothesis will be considered. However, as the spectrum of 
gamma-rays is very widely spread even for monochromatic jets of 
quarks, it can be safely assumed that some broadening of the emit-
ted spectrum would not qualitatively change the result.
3. Single event detection
We now study the signal that evaporating Planck star would 
produce. From the phenomenological viewpoint, it is natural to fo-
cus on emitted gamma-rays: charged particles undergo a diffusion 
process in the stochastic magnetic ﬁelds and cannot be used to 
identify a single event whereas neutrinos are hard to detect. The 
important fact is that most of the emitted gammas are not emitted 
at the energy Eburst . Only those directly emitted will have this en-
ergy. But assuming that the branching ratios are controlled, as in 
the Hawking process, by the internal degrees of freedom, this rep-
resents only a small fraction (1/34 of the emitted particles). Most 
gamma-rays will come from the decay of hadrons produced in the 
jets of quarks, notably from neutral pions. Eburst is already much 
smaller than the Planck scale but the mean emission of emitted 
photons is even smaller.
To simulate this process, we have used the “Lund Monte Carlo” 
PYTHIA code (with some scaling approximations due to the un-
usually low energy required for this analysis). It contains theory 
and models for a number of physics aspects, including hard and 
soft interactions, parton distributions, initial- and ﬁnal-state parton 
showers, multiple interactions, fragmentation and decay. PYTHIA 
allowed us to generate the mean spectrum expected for secondary 
gamma-rays emitted by a Planck star reaching the end of its life. 
The main point to notice is that the mean energy is of the order 
of 0.03 × Eburst , that is in the tens of MeV range rather than in 
the GeV range. In addition, the multiplicity is quite high at around 
10 photons per qq¯ jet. Fig. 2 shows the mean spectrum of photons 
resulting from 105 jets of 3.9 GeV uu¯ quarks.
It is straightforward to estimate the total number of particles 
emitted m f /Eburst and then the number of photons 〈Nburst〉 emit-
ted during the burst. As for a black hole radiating by the Hawk-
ing mechanism, we assume that the particles emitted during the 
bursts (that is those with m < Eburst) are emitted proportionally to 
their number of internal degrees of freedom: gravity is democratic. 
The spectrum resulting from the emitted u, d, c, s quarks (t and b
are too heavy), gluons and photons is shown in Fig. 3. The little 
peak on the right corresponds to directly emitted photons that are 
clearly sub-dominant. By also taking into account the emission of 
neutrinos and leptons of all three families (leading to virtually no 
gamma-rays and therefore being here a pure missing energy), we 
obtain 〈Nburst〉 ≈ 4.7 × 1038.
The question of the maximum distance at which a single burst 
can be detected naturally arises. If one requires to measure Nmes
photons in a detector of surface S , this is simply given by
Rdet =
√
S〈Nburst〉
4πNmes
. (3.1)
If we set, e.g., Nmes ≈ 10 photons in a 1 m2 detector, this 
leads to R ≈ 205 light-years. Otherwise stated, the “single event” 
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detection of exploding Planck stars is local. The maximum distance 
at which such an event can be detected is just a few tens times the 
distance to the nearest star. This is a tiny galactic patch around us.
This already has an interesting consequence. Except if there is 
a signiﬁcant dark matter clump within this small sphere – which 
is unlikely, the signal is expected to be isotropic as the halo is ho-
mogeneous at this scale. This is very different from most galactic 
signals usually peaked either in the galactic center direction, or the 
direction of the motion of the solar system for directed searches 
for dark matter. This means that the Planck star signal could mimic 
a cosmological origin.
Let us call the local density of dark matter ρDM∗ ≈ 0.3 ±
0.1 GeV/cm3 [9]. If Planck stars reaching m f were to saturate the 
dark matter bound, and if they cluster as ordinary cold dark mat-
ter, their number within the detectable horizon would be
Nmaxdet =
4πρDM∗
3m f
(
S〈Nburst〉
4πNmes
) 3
2
≈ 3.8× 1022. (3.2)
However, as their history is not that different from the one of stan-
dard primordial black holes with the same initial mass (of course 
the end of their lives is different but the total energy emitted 
remains the same) the usual constraint ΩPBH < 10−8 for initial 
masses around 1015 g basically holds [10]. This leads to
Ndet <
4πρDM∗ ΩPBH
3m
(
S〈Nburst〉
4πN
) 3
2
≈ 3.8× 1014. (3.3)
f mesThis number is still quite high. It shows that the individual detec-
tion is far from being, in principle, out of reach.
One can then estimate the number of events that can be ex-
pected for a given observation time t . This corresponds to Planck 
stars that have masses between m f and m(t) at the beginning 
of the observation time, within the volume R < Rdet . In this case, 
m(t) is simply
m(t) = (m3f + 3 f (m)t) 13 . (3.4)
This number n(t) is (estimated for a unit volume) given by
n(t) =
m(t)∫
m f
dn
dm
dm, (3.5)
where dn/dm is the differential mass spectrum of Planck stars to-
day, still per unit volume. Importantly, the shape of this mass spec-
trum in the interesting region is mostly independent of the initial 
shape. This is exactly true only in the limit m 	 3 f (m)tH and con-
stitutes a rough approximation here. To get orders of magnitude, 
we however assume this to be correct. In this case, due to the 
dynamics of the evaporation, dn/dm ∝m2. This can be straightfor-
wardly seen by writing dn/dm = dn/dmi × dmi/dm, where dn/dmi
is the initial mass spectrum and dmi/dm =m2(3 f (m)t +m3)−2/3.
If primordial black holes leading to Planck stars are formed 
through a kind of phase transition in the early Universe, their mass 
spectrum can be very narrow. In the most extreme optimistic case, 
this would cover exactly the range of masses reaching m f in the 
observation time window t . In that case, the number of observed 
explosions would be Nexpl = Ndet . This is obviously unrealistic. On 
the other extreme, one can assume a very wide mass spectrum. 
As the primordial cosmological power spectrum P (k) ∝ kn is now 
known to be red (n < 1) whereas it would have had to be blue 
to produce a sizable amount of primordial black holes by standard 
processes, the usual historical spectrum
dn
dmi
= αm−1−
1+3w
1+w
i , (3.6)
where w = p/ρ is the equation of state of the Universe at the 
formation epoch, can only be taken as an approximation on a 
reduced mass interval. This is however not unrealistic in models 
like Starobinski’s broken scale invariance. The normalization of the 
spectrum α depends on the details of the formation mechanism. It 
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ary scenarios with a distinguished scale [11]. It will be absorbed in 
the more phenomenologically relevant parameter ΩPBH used later 
on in this article.
This leads, assuming that the formation occurred in the radia-
tion dominated era, to a contemporary spectrum reading
dn
dm
∼ α[m− 52 Θ(m −m∗) +m− 92∗ m2Θ(m∗ −m)], (3.7)
where m∗ is the initial mass of a black hole exploding today.
The number of expected “events” during an observing time t
is given by
N(t) =
∫m(t)
m f
dn
dmdm∫mmax
m f
dn
dmdm
ΩPBHNmaxdet Ωsr, (3.8)
where mmax is the maximum mass up to which we assume the 
mass spectrum to be given by Eq. (3.7) and Ωsr is the solid angle 
acceptance of the considered detector. Here, the value of ΩPBH is 
not easy to constrain. An upper limit can be taken conservatively 
at 10−8. To ﬁx orders of magnitude, if we set mmax = m∗ and a 
density of a few percents of the maximum allowed density, that 
is ΩPBH ∼ 10−10, this leads to one event per day. Detection is not 
hopeless.
4. Very short gamma-ray bursts and diffuse emission
Could it be that those events have already been detected? In 
particular: could they be associated with some gamma-ray bursts 
(GRBs)? There are two main classes of GRBs: the long ones and 
the short ones. The long ones are quite well understood and are 
associated with the deaths of massive stars and have no link with 
this study. Our model for the end of Planck stars does not allow 
for the calculation of any kind of light curve. This would be far 
beyond the current development. But, obviously, the time-scale is 
expected to be short.
If Planck star explosions are to be associated with some of the 
measured GRBs, this would obviously be with short gamma-ray 
bursts (SGRBs) [12]. This could make sense for several reasons. 
Firstly, SGRBs are the less well understood. In particular, the red-
shifts are not measured for a large fraction of them, which means 
that they could, in principle, be of local origin. Secondly, SGRBs are 
known to have a harder spectrum and some of them do indeed 
reach the energies that we have estimated in this work. Thirdly, 
a sub-class of SGRB, the very short gamma ray bursts (VSGRBs), do 
exhibit an even harder spectrum and can be assumed to originate 
from a different mechanism as the SGRB time distribution seems 
to be bimodal [13].
Nothing can be concluded at this stage but it is worth noticing 
that there are indications that some VSGRBs are compatible with 
a Planck star origin. The fact that their angular distribution favors 
a cosmological origin is in fact also fully compatible with a local 
bubble origin.
Another important question to address is the possible diffuse 
emission from Planck stars. Not the single event detection but the 
integrated signal over huge distances. In that case, no time sig-
nature can be expected but the global spectrum can retain some 
speciﬁc characteristics. Two effects are competing. Let us consider 
a Planck star exploding at a redshift z. Because, to be detected 
now, it has exploded in the past, it means that the amount of cos-
mic time required for it to reach its ﬁnal mass was smaller than in 
our vicinity. Its initial and ﬁnal masses were therefore smaller. This 
means that the mean energy of emitted particles was higher (and 
the total amount smaller) than for Planck stars exploding within Fig. 4. Full spectrum of gamma-rays emitted by a decaying Planck star at z = 3 (log 
scales).
the Galaxy. But just because of the redshift, the measured energy 
is smaller than the emitted one by a factor (1 + z). In practice, 
this second effect slightly dominates over the ﬁrst one. For exam-
ple, a Planck star exploding at z = 3 emits photons with a mean 
energy higher than around us by a factor 1.9. This energy is then 
redshifted by a factor 4. Fig. 4 shows the same spectrum than in 
Fig. 3 but for a z = 3 Planck star (it is not just a rescaling of the 
previous one as the energy of jets changes).
When considering a diffuse signal with very small absorption 
effects, like gamma-rays in this range, the integration effect is 
drastic. For each shell, the number of detected photons is inversely 
proportional to the squared shell distance because of the solid 
angle effect. But the number of sources per shell is proportional 
to the squared distance. The two effects compensate (modulo the 
slight energy variation mentioned in the previous paragraph) and 
each shell contributes the same. The neat ﬂux is therefore fully 
determined by the cutoff. We leave the detailed study for future 
works as, in this case, it would be mandatory to take into account 
not only the explosion spectrum but also the last stages of the 
Hawking spectrum due to the evaporation before the explosion. It 
can however be easily concluded that the signal can in principal 
be detected as the mean density required to produced a sizable 
amount of gamma-rays is very small.
5. Conclusion and prospects
We have shown that the detection of individual explosions of 
Planck stars is not impossible and we have established the main 
spectral characteristic of the signal. Quantum gravity might show 
up in the tens of MeV range. We have estimated the order of mag-
nitudes for the expected frequency of events: in some cases, it 
might not be small. Several approximations about the dynamics 
of the evaporation can be improved. The details of the explosion 
remain to be investigated. The shape of the diffuse integrated sig-
nal, and more speciﬁcally its potential speciﬁc signature allowing 
to distinguish it from standard primordial black holes, requires a 
full numerical analysis. It could also be interesting to investigate 
the emission of charged articles, in particular positrons and an-
tiprotons (some interesting threshold effects could be expected). 
As well known, the much smaller horizon can be compensated by 
the large galactic conﬁnement effect.
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